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Abstract:

Transitive inference (TI) in animals (e.g., choosing A over C based on knowing that A is better than B and B is better
C) has been interpreted by some as reflecting a declarative, logical inference process. We invert this anthropomorphic
interpretation by providing evidence that humans can exhibit TI-like behavior based on simpler associative mechanisms
that underly many theories of animal learning. In this study, human participants were trained on a five-pair TI problem
(A+B-, B+C-, C+D-, D+E-, E+F-), and, unlike in previous human TI studies, were prevented from becoming explicitly
aware of the logical hierarchy, so they could not employ logical reasoning. They were then tested with three problems:
B vs D, B vs. E, and C vs. E. Participants only reliably chose B over E, whereas the other test conditions yielded
chance performance. This result is inconsistent with the use of logical reasoning, and is instead consistent with an
account developed to explain earlier TI studies with rats that found the same pattern of results. In this account, choice
performance is based on differential associative strengths across the stimulus items that develop over training, despite
equal overt reinforcement.

Introduction

When told that John is taller than Bill who is taller
than Fred, one would logically infer that John is taller
than Fred. This outcome is often referred to as transi-
tive inference (TI). It is obvious from the above exam-
ple that people have the capacity to explicitly encode
these statements (“premises”), make the logical infer-
ence, and declare the basis of their conclusion. However,
this same transitive-inference behavior has been demon-
strated in a wide variety of animal species (rats, pigeons,
and primates) (VanElzakker, O’Reilly, & Rudy, 2003;
Wynne, 1995; von Fersen, Wynne, Delius, & Staddon,
1991; Dusek & Eichenbaum, 1997; Davis, 1992). Some
researchers have assumed that these animals use a pro-
cess much like human logical reasoning to achieve these
behavioral results (e.g., Dusek & Eichenbaum, 1997;
Davis, 1992). Others have argued that these behaviors
are better understood as resulting from subtle differences
in the associative strength of the stimulus cues (VanElza-
kker et al., 2003; Frank, Rudy, & O’Reilly, 2003; Wynne,
1995; von Fersen et al., 1991). In this paper, we turn
the anthropomorphic bias of the former interpretation
on its ear, and demonstrate that people can use a non-
explicit means of exhibiting transitive-inference-like be-
havior that exhibits distinguishing characteristics of the
associative strength mechanisms. Thus, we conclude that
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people can be added to the list of species that demon-
strate TI-like behavior without relying on explicit logical
reasoning.

In animals, transitive inference is evaluated by first
training a series of simultaneous discrimination problems
(e.g., A+B-, B+C-, C+D-, D+E-), where +/- refer to the
rewarded and non-rewarded choices, respectively. After
reaching criterion performance on all training pairs, the
animal is then tested for inference with novel pairs (e.g.
BD and AE). The successful choice of stimulus B over
D is taken as evidence of transitive inference. Whereas
AE performance is trivial — A is always rewarded and
E is never rewarded — the same cannot be said about
BD, because B and D are equally often rewarded during
training. Some then interpret successful BD performance
to indicate that the animal uses relational information to
infer that B is logically superior to D (Dusek & Eichen-
baum, 1997). However, more recent findings pose a chal-
lenge to this account. Specifically, when another premise
pair (E+F-) is added to the training paradigm, transitive
behavior breaks down in rats (VanElzakker et al., 2003).
When tested, rats reliably chose B over E, but BD per-
formance did not differ statistically from chance.

Whereas a logical inference account predicts simi-
lar good performance in both cases, computational mod-
eling supported an alternative account which is consis-
tent with the observed pattern of results (Frank et al.,
2003). The model suggested that differential associative
strengths accrue across stimulus elements B and E, de-
spite equal overt reinforcement (Figure 1). Although this
finding contradicts the pervasive assumption that equal
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Figure 1: Averaged final weights for the computational
model, modified from Frank et al. (2003). The weights
shown reflect the difference between the model’s ap-
proach (APR) and avoid (AVD) associations for each
stimulus element. Despite receiving equal overt rein-
forcement, the model develops a net positive association
to B and negative association to E, explaining its ten-
dency to correctly choose B over E at test. The smaller
difference between B and D associations resulted in un-
reliable BD performance.

overt reinforcement implies equal underlying associative
strengths, it follows naturally from basic learning mecha-
nisms that were implemented in our model.1 After train-
ing on the TI paradigm, the model developed a net posi-
tive association to stimulus B and negative association to
stimulus E. This difference was sufficient to induce the
model to reliably choose B over E at test. The smaller
difference between B and D values explains inferior per-
formance in the BD test case.

The above reasoning suggests that transitive-like be-
havior in animals can be accounted for without in-
voking the use of logical strategies. Thus, humans
should also perform well in TI-like tasks without hav-
ing to rely on explicit logical reasoning. To test this
idea, Greene, Spellman, Dusek, Eichenbaum, and Levy
(2001) trained human participants on the 4 pair problem
[AB,BC,CD,DE], using a training protocol that is sim-
ilar to that used in rats. Verbal strategies were limited
by using unfamiliar visual stimuli (Japanese Hiragana
characters). On the BD test, participants successfully
chose stimulus B over D. It was concluded that explicit
awareness was not necessary for TI-like behavior in hu-

1According to this view, the novel test pairs do not satisfy the re-
quirement that the choice cues have equal associative strength and
therefore do not provide a true test of transitive inference (Delius & Sie-
mann, 1998). Any attempt to make a strong case for a mechanism other
than differential associative strengths would require a means of inde-
pendently verifying the equality of the underlying associative strengths.

mans. However, several participants did indeed become
aware of the hierarchy as training progressed. Although
performance was not correlated with post-experimental
measures of awareness, the possibility could not be ex-
cluded that some participants were more aware than they
reported. Further, the same ordering of Hiragana char-
acters was used for each participant, so that BD perfor-
mance could potentially be attributed to stimulus B hav-
ing more distinct surface features than stimulus D. More
importantly, the 4 pair problem permitted only one novel
test pair (BD), making it difficult to ascertain whether
performance was dictated by logical reasoning or by dif-
ferences in associative strength.

The purpose of the present experiment is to provide
a more definitive test of (a) the general proposition that
adult humans can display transitive-inference-like be-
havior in the absence of explicit reasoning and (b) the
specific hypothesis that this behavior is mediated by an
underlying associative structure. To do this, we followed
the general experimental paradigm laid out by Greene
et al. (2001) but took special measures to reduce the
probability that the participants would become explicitly
aware of the hierarchy. We also trained the participants
on a 5-problem discrimination set (A+B-, B+C-, C+D-
, D+E-, E+F-), which allowed us to test them with sev-
eral novel combinations (BD, CE, BE, and AF). If we are
successful in preventing people from using their explicit
reasoning skills, then the associative account predicts a
graded outcome, with the strongest evidence of transitive
behavior being observed on the AF test and the weakest
evidence on the BD test. Conversely, if participants do
explicitly detect the hierarchy then performance should
be equal and robust across all test pairs.

Method

Participants

The participants were 63 undergraduate students
from the University of Colorado at Boulder and 9 under-
graduate students from the University of Virginia, partic-
ipating for course credit.

Stimuli

Stimulus items were six characters selected from the
Japanese Hiragana script, as in Greene et al. (2001). The
assignment of Hiragana characters to hierarchical ele-
ments A-F was randomized across participants (Figure 2
shows one example of a stimulus hierarchy). The char-
acters were presented on a 19” color monitor in 36-point
font size.



Figure 2: The five pairs of Hiragana stimuli used in the exper-
iment. Each pair is presented separately in different trials, with
participants pressing the “z” key to select the stimulus on the
left, or the “m” key to select the stimulus on the right. The hi-
erarchy goes from top to bottom, where the top pair is AB and
the bottom pair is EF. In this example, the correct choice is al-
ways the stimulus on the left. Note that in actuality the position
of the correct stimulus was randomized across trials, and the
assignment of Hiragana character to hierarchical element was
randomized across participants.

Procedure

Prior to training, instructions presented on the com-
puter were as follows: ’Two black figures will appear si-
multaneously on the computer screen. You are to select
the “correct” figure as quickly and accurately as possible.
At first this will be by trial and error, and you may be con-
fused. Don’t worry, you’ll have plenty of practice! You
will soon find the correct figure is easily learned.’ No
instructions were given that would lead the participant to
believe that the stimuli were ordered hierarchically.

For each pair of characters, the participant had to
press the “z” key to choose the stimulus on the left, or
the “m” key to choose the stimulus on the right. The ac-
tual location of each individual character (left or right)
was counterbalanced across trials, so that no spatial po-
sition biases would arise. Feedback was provided to the
participant with the word “Correct!” written in blue let-
ters or the word “Incorrect” written in red letters. These
were the same methods used by Greene et al. (2001).

Training

Training consisted of four phases of blocked trials,
followed by a fifth phase of randomly interleaved trials.
Each phase was terminated after criterion performance
of at least 75% correct on all pairs, and at least 60% on
each individual pair, was achieved. In the first phase, the
premise pairs were presented in blocks of 6 trials, such

that the first block consisted of mostly AB trials, the sec-
ond block consisted of mostly BC trials, and so on. How-
ever, pilot work demonstrated that if these blocks are
completely homogeneous, participants tended to become
aware of the stimulus hierarchy, because of the natural
progression from AB to BC to CD, etc. To prevent this,
“distractor” trials were inserted into a minority of trials
in and between each block (see Figure 3). These trials
disrupt the descending order of hierarchical presentation,
making the stimulus hierarchy less obvious. Neverthe-
less, because distractor trials were composed of stimulus
combinations from other blocks, they were valid train-
ing trials and were therefore included in the analyses for
determining whether criterion was met.

In phases 2-4, the number of trials per block was de-
creased, similar to procedures used in rat experiments.
See Figure 3 for the number of trials in each block and
the actual training sequences. In phase 5, all pairs were
randomly interleaved for a total of 25 trials before cri-
terion performance was evaluated. If criterion was not
met, the random sequence was repeated. The purpose of
this procedure was to put all participants at essentially
the same performance level at test. If participants failed
to meet criterion after several sequence repetitions, they
did not continue on to the test phase.

Testing

The test phase was similar to the training phase 5 in
that all pairs were randomly interleaved. However, no
feedback was provided and the four transitive pairs BD,
BE and CE, and AF were added to the mix of randomly
ordered pairs. All pairs were presented 6 times each.

Post-Experimental Awareness Measures

Different strategies may be used to learn the premise
pairs. For example, participants can memorize specific
instances of the training stimuli, or they can abstract
a general rule. This distinction is particularly relevant
for the present study: instance-learning should not be as
amenable for logical reasoning, compared with rule ab-
straction. We therefore needed a measure to help disen-
tangle these two strategies, in order to know if partici-
pants employed logical reasoning during test.

Before elaborating on our particular measures of
awareness, we emphasize that there at least two pos-
sible connotations of “awareness”. The first and most
straightforward meaning is the degree to which partic-
ipants are aware of their basis for choosing in indi-
vidual instances during training (e.g., did they have a
“rule” for each response, or did they make choices with-
out explicitly knowing why?). This type of awareness
is notoriously difficult to assess using questionnaires—
participants may develop some subtle or arbitrary rule
that questionnaires may not detect (e.g., Shanks &
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Figure 3: The five training phases of the experiment. In each
of the first four phases, stimuli were presented in sequential
blocks of trials of decreasing length. Note the blocks are not
completely homogeneous with respect to trial type. The figure
depicts the actual number of trials per block in each phase, and
shows where distractor trials were placed. In Phase 5, the stim-
ulus pairs were randomly interleaved (for 25 trials), as in the rat
experiments. Participants had to meet a performance criterion
of 75% on each phase, and at least 60% on each pair within
each phase, before advancing to the next phase.

St. John, 1994). However, this type of awareness is not
sufficient for making novel inferences. We were more
interested in a “higher-order” measure of awareness that
would allow participants to use explicit inferential rea-
soning processes during test. Thus we simply had to
measure the degree to which participants were aware of
the hierarchical relationship among the stimuli—we ar-
gue that this higher-order awareness is more feasibly de-
tected.

Following the experiment, all participants were given
a questionnaire to assess their awareness of the logical hi-
erarchy of the stimuli, and to determine what strategies,
if any, were used to respond to the novel test pairs. We
argue that, at least in this regard, our questionnaire was
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Figure 4: Test pair performance for the eight subjects that be-
came aware of the logical hierarchy. The ceiling effects ob-
served are presumably due to the ability of these subjects to
correctly apply logical rules in determining their choices at test.
Note that the determination of awareness was based on post-
experimental questionnaires (see Appendix), while being blind
to the subject’s performance.

appropriate as it asked increasingly leading questions
to determine whether participants even had the required
knowledge that would permit making logical inferences.
Further, as shown below our measures of awareness had
a strong relationship with logical test performance. See
the Appendix for details of the questionnaire and typical
responses made in the “unaware” and “aware” groups.

Results

Out of the 72 participants that participated, 7 failed
to meet criterion in phase 4 or 5 of training and did
not advance to the test phase. Upon analysis of post-
experimental measures of awareness (and prior to ana-
lyzing test data), another 8 participants were determined
to be explicitly aware of stimulus hierarchy and used this
knowledge as a rule for choosing among stimuli and test
pairs. These participants scored close to 100% on all test
pairs, as would be predicted by rational application of
hierarchical rules (Figure 4).

The data from the remaining 57 participants who met
criterion performance on all training pairs, yet had no ex-
plicit knowledge of the hierarchical relationship among
the pairs (and thus could not apply explicit logical rea-
soning to determine the correct choices during the test
phase) is analyzed further below.

Premise Pair Performance

Figure 5 shows mean performance on the premise
pairs during the final phase of training when premises
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Figure 5: Anchoring effects for premise pairs during inter-
leaved training. Stimuli A and F are the end “anchors” because
A is always correct and F is always incorrect. Error bars show
standard error of the mean.

were interleaved. Note that performance on the anchor
premises (AB and EF) was better than that on the internal
premises BC, CD, and DE. Repeated measures ANOVA
was applied. An overall accuracy effect of training pair
condition was present, showing differences in perfor-
mance among the different pairs (F(4, 224) = 10.69, p
< 0.0001, MSe = 0.224). A planned comparison indi-
cated that performance on the “anchor” pairs AB and EF
was significantly better than the others (F(1, 56)=41.59,
p < 0.0001, MSe = 0.35). We discuss the significance of
these anchoring effects later.

Test Pair Performance

The results of the transitivity tests revealed an over-
all accuracy effect of test pair condition (F(3,168)=21.16,
p<0.0001, MSe = 1.583) (Figure 6). Although the partic-
ipants lacked awareness of the stimulus hierarchy, accu-
racy on BE test trials was significantly better than chance
(F(1, 56)=15.84, p=0.0002, MSe = 0.113). In contrast,
performance did not differ from chance for BD (F(1,
56)=1.51, p=0.22, MSe = 0.123). There was a trend
for CE performance to be better than chance, but it did
not reach significance (F(1, 56)=3.24, p = 0.077, MSe =
0.108). Planned comparison analysis demonstrated that
BE performance was significantly better than both BD
(F(1, 56) = 5.15, p = 0.027, MSe = 0.819) and CE (F(1,
56)=4.28, p =0.043, MSe = 0.557). BD and CE perfor-
mance did not differ from each other (F(1, 56) = 0.12,
MSe = 0.025) The AF test involved an always-reinforced
A stimulus, and a never-reinforced F. Thus, as expected,
performance was near ceiling.

Pearson correlation measures were also computed, to
determine the possible contributions of individual stim-
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Figure 6: Unaware test pair performance. Choice on test pairs
BD and CE did not differ from chance (50%). BE performance
was significantly better than both BD and CE. AF is a trivial
discrimination, since A is always correct and F is always in-
correct. This same pattern of results was observed in transitive
performance in rats using an analogous procedure (VanElza-
kker et al., 2003).

ulus elements, as predicted by the associative strength
account. There were significant correlations between
performance on pairs sharing stimulus elements. Per-
formance on BE correlated with performance on test
pairs BD (r=0.33, p=0.013) and CE (r=0.41, p=0.0015).
BE was also correlated with training pair DE (r=0.29,
p=0.03), but not with BC (r=.05, p=0.7), indicating that
BE performance was dictated more by negative associ-
ation to E than by positive association to B. Consistent
with this conclusion, there was a trend for CE perfor-
mance to be correlated with training pair DE (r=0.24,
p=0.067), but not CD (r=.11, p=0.41), again pointing to a
negative E association. Finally, BD and CE do not share
elements and performance in these two cases was not sig-
nificantly correlated (r=0.097, p=0.47).

Discussion

This experiment provides strong evidence that adult
humans can respond transitively in the absence of con-
scious awareness of hierarchical relationships, consistent
with earlier findings by Greene et al. (2001). We argue
that in the absence of explicit logical reasoning, implicit
associative learning processes result in the training ele-
ments acquiring different associative strengths, and that
this is sufficient to induce transitive responding. Several
lines of evidence support this conclusion. First, transi-
tive choice was displayed by people who had no explicit
knowledge of a hierarchical relationship among the test
elements. Thus, it is not clear how this behavior could
be supported by explicit logical reasoning. Second, this



transitive performance was only clearly manifest on the
BE test problem, and was significantly less evident on
the BD and CE tests. If the participants had used an
explicit inferential reasoning strategy, they should have
performed equally well on all test problems. Indeed,
the small set of participants who did explicitly detect the
hierarchy (A>B>C>D>E>F) displayed equivalent and
robust transitivity on all test pairs. Finally, performance
on any individual test pair could be reliably predicted by
how the participant performed on other pairs that shared
a critical element. For example, performance in test pairs
BD and CE was correlated with that of test pair BE, as
they both share an element with it. An important impli-
cation of this reasoning is that there should be no correla-
tion between performance on pairs that did not share an
element (e.g., BD and CE), and indeed this was the case.

Awareness isn’t Necessary, but is Beneficial for
Transitive Choice

Prior studies have shown that transitive responding in
humans does not depend on explicit awareness (Greene
et al., 2001; Siemann & Delius, 1993, 1996). Indeed,
these studies found that although some participants be-
came explicitly aware of the logical hierarchy, this did
not benefit their choice behavior (relative to unaware par-
ticipants) during test. That is, unaware participants who
were “left in the dark” about the logical hierarchy still
exhibited reliable and robust transitivity on the test pairs.
Thus, although the basis for transitive responding may
seem like logical reasoning by description, its underly-
ing process may instead involve more primitive abili-
ties that allow pigeons and rats to respond transitively
in similar paradigms (Markovits & Dumas, 1992). One
might point out that young children, who have impover-
ished conceptual understanding of hierarchical informa-
tion, fail to respond transitively (Piaget, 1921). However,
Trabasso (1975, 1977) showed that these children do in
fact respond transitively if they are trained more exten-
sively on the premise pairs, apparently reflecting the fact
that their initial performance decrements stemmed from
a lack of memory (Bryant & Trabasso, 1971). Trabasso
further implied that transitive choice does not recruit log-
ical processes per se but involves the development of a
spatial representation of linear order based on differen-
tial associative strengths of elemental items (Trabasso &
Riley, 1975).

Having shown that unaware participants respond
transitively on the BE test pair, we maintain that TI-
like behavior does not depend exclusively on logical pro-
cesses, and can instead arise from simpler associative
processes, in accordance with Wynne (1998) and Delius
and Siemann (1998). However, unlike those of previ-
ous studies, our results show a clear advantage for transi-

tive responding in the minority of participants who were
explicitly aware of the logical hierarchy. These partici-
pants employed logical reasoning and performed at near
ceiling levels on all test pairs. We take this to indi-
cate that associative processes are somewhat subtle in
that they must compete with individual participants’ bi-
ases toward surface features of the particular stimuli, and
therefore do not lead to perfect TI-like behavior. In con-
trast, higher order logical reasoning processes available
to adult humans—but probably not to animals or young
children—reliably lead to transitive choice.

Associative Framework for Unaware Perfor-
mance

Our account of performance in unaware participants
critically depends on the test elements having differen-
tial excitatory associative strength, which was predicted
by our computational model (Frank et al., 2003). The
key question is why should the test stimuli have differ-
ent levels of associative strength, given that they were
equally often reinforced in the training phases? In brief,
our associative strength framework hinges on the role of
the anchor pairs AB and EF, in establishing a gradient of
associative strength across the elemental stimuli during
training. We assume that participants simply learn that A
is always correct and F is never correct, and thus do not
have to learn anything about the companion stimuli (B
in AB, and E in EF). In essence, this is a blocking effect
(Kamin, 1968), because learning on the companion stim-
uli is blocked by the perfect predictive reliability of the
anchor stimuli. In the case of B, its overall associative
strength can then increase to facilitate performance on
BC trials, while that of E decreases in DE trials. The re-
sulting difference in associative values explains why B is
chosen over E in this study with humans and prior stud-
ies with animals. In other words, this anchoring effect
causes approach and avoid associations to “bleed” over
to adjacent stimuli B and E (for more explicit analyses
of these and related ideas, see Frank et al., 2003; Levy &
Wu, 1997; Siemann & Delius, 1998, compare with von
Fersen et al., 1991).

Our associative interpretation of TI-like behavior in
rats and in people unaware of the stimulus hierarchy con-
trasts with the relational account of Dusek and Eichen-
baum (1997). That account assumes equal underlying
associative strengths among stimulus elements, and that
TI-like behavior is produced by mechanisms (in the hip-
pocampus) which detect an ordered hierarchy and flexi-
bly relates premise pairs during the transitive test. The
exact mechanisms by which the hierarchy is established
and detected remain unspecified. Unless this account is
qualified, it is unclear why it would not predict that un-
aware participants display equal TI-performance on all



the relevant test pairs of our experiment (BE, CE, and
BD); this prediction would appear to be consistent with
the previous tests of the relational theory, which have
shown strong BD performance in the 4-pair problem.

Symbolic Distance Effects

One possible avenue of explanation for the present
data would be to appeal to the “symbolic distance” (SD)
effect (e.g., D’Amato & Columbo, 1990; Hamilton &
Sanford, 1978), where it is easier to distinguish sym-
bols that are further apart on the continuum (i.e., BE is
easier to discriminate than BD, explaining the observed
pattern of results). However, in our view, the symbolic
distance effect is more of a description of the data than
a mechanistic theory. In many ways, our associative ac-
count explains the observed SD effect, in that we posit
that items that have greater associative strength differ-
ences will result in stronger choice preferences for the
more positive item. Indeed, one might label this account
the “associative distance” (AD) model. We point out that
without a clear, mechanistic explanation for what estab-
lishes a symbolic hierarchy in the mind of the subject,
one must assume the presence of such a hierarchy or con-
tinuum in somewhat unspecified symbolic terms. In con-
trast, our account provides a concrete mechanistic expla-
nation for the origin and nature of the underlying differ-
ences between items, in terms of differential associative
strengths.

Furthermore, as we argued in VanElzakker et al.
(2003), the SD effect is not observed in the BD test case
for the 4 pair version of the TI problem (e.g., Dusek &
Eichenbaum, 1997), where performance was essentially
equivalent to that of the BE problem in the 5 pair ver-
sion (using the same experimental paradigm across both
versions, in rats; VanElzakker et al., 2003). The asso-
ciative account, in contrast, readily explains this pattern
of results in terms of the test item’s proximity to the an-
chor ends (i.e., BD in the 4 pair are each 1 away from the
end items of A & E, and so are BE in the 5 pair). See
VanElzakker et al. (2003) for more discussion of these
issues and alternative (e.g., normalized) versions of SD
that also do not explain this data very well.

Here, we provide several additional lines of evidence
of our associative account that go beyond simple SD
effects. First, unless specified otherwise, the SD ac-
count assumes each item is arranged with uniform spac-
ing along a continuum of strength. In contrast to this
uniform spacing, the learning mechanisms in our com-
putational model produce an uneven distribution of asso-
ciative strengths, which are consistent with the “flat U”
shape of the training item performance (Figure 5). In
other words, items closer to the end anchor points have
greater associative strength differences than those in the

middle.

Second, the SD effect predicts equal BD and CE per-
formance (because each pair is separated by one sym-
bol). In contrast, our model predicted that CE perfor-
mance should be intermediate between BD and BE. This
prediction stems from the fact that in the model (and in
rats) the anchoring effects were asymmetrical, such that
EF performance was greater than that of AB. Thus, E had
more of a negative associative value than B had a positive
value (Figure 1), thereby making CE performance bet-
ter than that of BD. However, because anchoring effects
in the present study were more or less symmetrical—EF
performance was only slightly greater than that of AB—
we could not be as confident about our CE>BD pre-
diction. Indeed, CE performance was only numerically
but not significantly better than that of BD. However, it
should be noted that the BE>CE>BD pattern of results
has been found in other nonverbal TI tasks (Potts., 1977;
Werner, Koppl, & Delius, 1992). In the one study show-
ing an anchoring effect that was asymmetrical in the op-
posite direction than is usually observed (i.e., AB>EF),
the BD/CE difference was also in the opposite direction
(BD>CE) (Siemann & Delius, 1993), as predicted by
our associative account. Further research is needed to
determine why and under what conditions AB perfor-
mance should be better or worse than EF performance —
in other words, in which conditions it is easier to learn
that a stimulus (A) is good compared to learning that a
stimulus (F) is bad.

Third, correlational analysis in our study demon-
strated that performance on any individual pair could be
predicted by the participant’s tendency to perform well
on other pairs sharing a critical stimulus element. This
analysis strongly suggests that performance is dictated
by elemental associative strength.

We provided several analyses that (indirectly) pro-
vide support for the associative strength hypothesis that
goes beyond simply pointing out standard SD effects.
More direct testing of the associative hypothesis may
come from further studies in which the associative ac-
count predicts a lack of SD effect. For example, by
employing an extended six-pair version of the task
(A>B>C>D>E>F>G), several test conditions are pos-
sible. Note that each of test pairs BD, CE, and DF,
are separated by one symbol. While the SD effect pre-
dicts equal performance in all these cases, our associative
strength hypothesis predicts that BD and DF are above
chance (because they each involve a stimulus adjacent to
an anchor element), but that CE performance should be
significantly worse.



Neural Correlates of Transitive Choice

The hippocampal formation has been implicated as
playing an important role in TI behavior, in large part
from the finding that damage to it disrupts TI-like be-
havior in rats (Dusek & Eichenbaum, 1997). These
authors argued that this finding is consistent with the
more general view of the relational account that the hip-
pocampus is involved in explicit, declarative memory
processes. In this context, our finding of implicit TI-
like behavior in unaware humans that is very similar
to that of intact rats may be surprising — one might
have predicted that unaware humans would look more
like hippocampally-lesioned rats. However, our animal
studies, together with our computational modeling work
(VanElzakker et al., 2003; Frank et al., 2003) have led
us to believe that the hippocampus makes a relatively
minor contribution to TI-like behavior in rats and un-
aware people. Our model predicts that the hippocam-
pus is important only for the early phases of learning the
premise pairs, and does not play an active role during be-
havior on the test pairs. Specifically, in our combined
hippocampal-cortical model, the hippocampus rapidly
encodes the distinct end anchor pairs as separate con-
junctions, and therefore internally blocks learning about
the positive aspect of E in EF trials and the negative as-
pect of B in AB trials. This exaggerated blocking effect
(relative to the purely cortical model) led to a stronger net
positive association for B and a stronger net negative as-
sociation for E. These associative weights then produced
stronger TI-like behavior at test than was observed in the
purely cortical version of the model. However, as the
models were trained longer, slower developing elemen-
tal blocking signals in cortex (i.e., as the animal learns to
choose A, it no longer learns negative aspects of B) pro-
duced similarly strong differential associative weights to
B and E, to the point that transitive choice no longer de-
pended on the hippocampus. We therefore posit that the
hippocampus is not fundamentally critical for developing
differences in associative strength required for transitive
responding, despite the fact that it helps them to develop
faster.

Neuroimaging methods were used to assess activity
in the hippocampus in participants that were instructed
to look for a hierarchical relationship among the stim-
uli and were therefore employing logical reasoning on
the test for transitivity (Nagode & Pardo, 2002). No-
tably, hippocampal activation was observed only in the
early stages of training on the premises and not during
testing. This result is generally consistent with our com-
putational model. More importantly, it shows that the
hippocampus is not preferentially active while partici-
pants make inferences, as implied by the relational ac-
count (Dusek & Eichenbaum, 1997). On the other hand,

the prefrontal and parietal cortices, which are known to
be engaged in higher-level cognitive functions, were ac-
tivated in another explicit TI task, as one might expect
(Acuna, Eliassen, Donoghue, & Sanes, 2002). Never-
theless, a more recent study showed hippocampal ac-
tivation during explicit transitive judgments (Heckers,
Zalesak, Weiss, Ditman, & Titone, 2004). Again, we
emphasize that explicit forms of TI that require aware-
ness of hierarchical structure may qualitatively differ in
underlying psychological and neural processes. In the
present study, aware subjects exhibited uniformly good
TI-performance across all test pairs and thus did not
likely operate purely on the basis of differential associa-
tive strengths. Hippocampal pattern completion mech-
anisms likely play some role in this explicit form of
TI performance (Levy & Wu, 1997; O’Reilly & Rudy,
2001).

Conclusion

We provide evidence that people can display transi-
tivity even when they are unaware of the hierarchical or-
dering among the test stimuli. However, transitive be-
havior was selective to just one (BE) of the three relevant
test combinations (BE, CE, and BD). In contrast, the few
participants who became aware of the ordering displayed
robust transitivity to all test pairs. This pattern of data is
falls naturally out of the associative account, where per-
formance is based on the relative associative strengths of
the different items as established during training. Fur-
thermore, it may be more difficult to explain in other
frameworks that postulate a more regular logical or sym-
bolic ordering of items. Thus, we conclude that relatively
simple associative processes provide the basis for transi-
tivity when logic is not available.

Appendix

Post-Experiment Questionnaire Analysis

Seven questions were asked, as follows.

1. Do you have any prior knowledge of the symbols
used in the experiment?

2. If you answered “Yes” to question 1, please indicate
to what extent you are familiar with these charac-
ters.

3. Did you have the impression that some of the pairs
were easier to choose from than others?

4. Did you think any of the symbols were ALWAYS
correct (no matter what the other symbol was)?



5. Did you think any of the symbols were ALWAYS
incorrect (no matter what the other symbol was)?

6. Did you have the impression that there was some
kind of logical rule, order, or hierarchy of symbols
in the experiment? If so, please explain briefly.

7. In the test phase, were there any new symbols or
new combinations of symbols?

8. If you answered “Yes” to question 7, how did you
make your choice in these cases? (e.g., guessed,
went with instinct, used some sort of rule - explain)

Awareness judgments were made by assessing the
above written questionnaires, and asking participants to
clarify some responses, while being completely blind to
their performance.

Eight out of 72 participants were judged to be aware
of the logical hierarchy ordering. All eight aware par-
ticipants noticed that A was always correct and F was
always incorrect. These participants described using the
logical rule or hierarchy to determine their choice at test,
either explicitly stating that the symbols were “like num-
bers, where one was greater than another, and I just
had to compare the two values” or using the typical ex-
plicit inference account: “if A was correct over B and B
was correct over C, then A must be correct over C.” All
of these aware participants satisfied training criteria and
proceeded to the test phase. Their testing data is analyzed
in the Results section above.

The remaining 64 participants were judged to be un-
aware of any notion of logical order or hierarchy among
premise pairs. Twenty-eight out of 64 participants did in
fact notice that there was a stimulus that was always cor-
rect (stimulus A), and 29 of them noticed that there was
a stimulus that was always incorrect (stimulus F). A few
(6) of these participants actually noticed both that A was
always correct and F was always incorrect, but were still
unaware of the overall hierarchical structure of the stim-
uli. When asked to describe the “rule”, some of these
participants stated that they memorized specific pairs, but
could not describe any notion of logical order, and didn’t
explicitly know how to respond to the novel test pairs
because they had not memorized the correct response to
them during training. Others stated that they tried to find
a rule dictating why each stimulus was correct/incorrect
but “no matter what I thought, it didn’t fit.”

Moreover, The 57 “unaware” participants that ad-
vanced to the test phase did not use any logical rule or
order to determine their choices during test. Many didn’t
notice there were novel test pairs that differed from the
training pairs, and those that did simply “guessed”, or
went with “instinct.” A few participants employed an

explicit rule that was incorrect (e.g., “I chose the sym-
bol that was widest”). Nonetheless, these participants
scored significantly better than chance on test pair BE,
but not BD or CE. However, the presence of these kinds
of incorrect strategies contributed a significant amount
of noise, especially with the randomized stimulus order-
ings, which is why a relatively large number of partici-
pants were used in this study.

Verbal Encoding of Stimuli

Additional informal debriefing of participants re-
vealed that virtually everyone utilized some type of nam-
ing strategy in order to learn the premise pairs. Many
of them translated the Hiragana characters to the closest
looking letter of the English alphabet. This suggests that
verbal encoding strategies were not entirely eliminated,
although this was not entirely unexpected, and nor does
it detract from our results. The important criterion for
implicit inference here is not that the training pairs are
learned entirely implicitly, but rather that participants are
prevented from explicitly encoding the logical relation-
ship among the stimuli. Furthermore, given the difficulty
that participants had learning this version of the task, any
attempt to further prevent verbal encoding (e.g., the in-
troduction of a dual task) would likely make the task be-
yond the capability of most of our participants.
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